Riding Posture & Symmetry
M

ore and more riders are striving to give themselves an edge
over the competition. Nutritional supplements, therapies,
equipment changes and state-of-the-art training facilities are
all heavily relied upon to provide their horses with this edge.
However the often forgotten factor in the mix is rider fitness.
Many riders don’t even consider this, while others feel that the
amount of riding they do will suffice. If we draw from many other
sports such as hockey, golf and tennis, it is quite clear that to
be at the top of the ‘game’ the athlete must partake in some
form of cross or dryland training. Let it be said that “Riders Are
Athletes Too”!!! This implies that riders must train accurately and
specifically on and off the horse to be the best they can be.
The physical elements that show jumpers must consider in
their fitness program are balance, strength, flexibility, speed,
coordination and (to a certain degree) endurance. The underlying
theme in all fitness programs must be symmetry. The horses are
expected to be balanced, so riders must also become equal on
both sides. Problems arise in various forms when the rider is not
symmetrical. A few examples are difficulties with flying changes
in one direction, the horse feeling heavy on one rein, the horse
dropping one hind leg over the fence or the horse having a
sore back. As you can see, the horse quite often becomes the
scapegoat. If the rider is experiencing any pain when riding it is
a guarantee that they are not able to be symmetrical or optimally
effective.
The good news is that “The posture you live your life in is the
posture you will ride in”. This means that just by having better
posture throughout the whole day, a rider can improve their
riding. There are many reasons why people have habitually
poor posture: pain, stiffness, weakness and just not knowing
any better are a few. I can help you with the latter at this very
moment:

weight in each foot. This may feel like you are leaning if you
often bias your weight to one side. Now stretch the back of you
head upwards, feeling your spine lengthen. If your spine feels
tight in this position, relax your shoulders and slightly tip your
chin as if nodding ‘yes’. Notice that you are breathing into your
lower ribs and can feel your rib cage expanding and relaxing.
Let your collar bones lengthen to the side and resist the urge
to pull them back stiffly; we are riders not soldiers! Roll your
shoulders just enough that your thumbs point forward when
your arms are hanging at your sides. Enjoy the feeling! Just for
fun, now adopt a very slouchy posture then a very stiff, upright
posture. In both positions try to march on the spot or swing your
arms. Compare this to the feeling when you are in the correct
posture. Any comments?
Correcting posture in this way is the first and most important
step to improve core strength and body awareness. Continually
monitor for problem postures such as slouching when sitting,
resting on one hip when standing and leaning to one side when
driving. The more often posture is corrected the more automatic
it will be to use the core muscles and ride ‘in balance’. Seeking
help from a medical practitioner that understands the sport is
the best place to start if stiffness from a previous injury or pain
is the problem.
So, let’s start here and stay tuned for more Physio Tips!
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Common postural habits. Note the left hip shift in (c), a common ‘lazy’ stance that may correspond to a weak hip or core. This
often correlates with the same hip position noted in (d) as this rider’s body adopts a left hip shift during the seat-out-of-thesaddle phase of the jump. The butt-tucked and slouched-shoulder posture in (e) is another version of a ‘lazy’ posture that clearly
demonstrates poor core muscle activation and may correspond with tight hamstring muscles. Riders that habitually adopt a
version of this position when standing will often appear like the rider in (f). This rider has a rounded back and a more open hip
angle which is typically a less stable position and may cause the rider to ‘open up too early’ over a jump.
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Start by standing and feel more weight in your heels as you
shift your hips back so you are balanced over your ankles.
Unlock your knees and adjust your weight until you have equal
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The rider in (a) clearly lacks
sufficient symmetry and core
muscle activation while the
rider in (b) demonstrates
ideal position and balance.
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